
WRITING SEMINAR, SESSION 3 
2/18/2014 

 

AGENDA 

1. Check in: Why Annotation? 

2. Overview today’s agenda 

3. Mindfulness exercise w/ Marjorie 

4. Skill: Annotation 

5. Practice 

6. Preparing for next class 

 

SKILL: ANNOTATION 

 
There are several different note-taking methods (e.g. formal outlining, clustering, double-entry).   

Discussion point: Have you found a note taking method that works for you?  

Today we’ll introduce one approach – what we’re calling the “triple-entry method.”  It involves tracking 

three categories of information for each section of text (e.g. paragraph by paragraph, page by page, etc., 

depending on how closely you need to read the text).  The three categories are: 

Content notes (a.k.a. what it says). Overall message of the section, key terms, and if helpful, 

supporting details. 

Descriptive notes (a.k.a “what it does”).  Name the function of each section (e.g. introducing an 

idea, transitioning, presenting evidence). 

Synthesis notes (a.k.a “what you say”).  Your “conversation” w/ the text.  Examples include 
comments, questions, connections to personal experience, connections to ideas from other 
sources.   
 
TIP: Research has found that students who approach a text with questions in mind retain more 

information and retain it longer.1  When you read something for class, begin by posing questions.  Try 

writing them down so that they are on your mind when you read.  Here are some examples of questions to 

ask2: What do I think about this idea?  Does it challenge anything I already believe?  Does it raise questions 

or answer questions? How does it relate to the themes of the course? How does it relate to past course 

readings? As you progress through a reading, revisit these questions from time to time. 

  

                                                           
1 “Six Reading Habits to Develop in Your First Year at Harvard” (2010) retrieved at 
http://guides.library.harvard.edu/sixreadinghabits 
2 Questions from “Reacting to Reading: Annotations and Journals” retrieved at 
http://writing.colostate.edu/textbooks/informedwriter/chapter2.pdf 



Annotation: Photovoice Article 

Location Content Descriptive Synthesis 

Where in 
the text? 

What It Says 
What is the overall message in 
this section?  

What It Does 
What is the function of this 
section?  

What You Say 
Your “conversation” w/ the 
text.  (e.g. comments, 
questions, etc.) 

Para 1 Society attaches 

expectations of 

achievements to bio age 

Intro idea that life stage 

is a social construct 

And subcultures have 

more specific expectations 

(e.g. religion, cultural 

origin, etc.)… 

Para 2    

Para 3    

Para 4    

Para 5    

Para 6    

Para 7    

Para 8    

Summary (combine the what it says statements): 



PREPARING FOR NEXT CLASS 

 
1) Read “The Science of Success” (Dobbs, 2009).  Annotate at least pages 1-4 and 12-13. Your 
annotations should include at least three categories: 1) what the text says (i.e. content/main ideas), 2) 
what the text does (i.e. how each part functions), and 3) your own reactions to the text.  
 
2) Read the handout “How to Write a Reaction Paper or Reader Response”  

 


